
New England author Catherine Chant writes rock 'n' roll romantic fiction and stories with 

paranormal twists for young adult.  

 

Available Now - the Soul Mates series 

Wishing You Were Here by Catherine Chant 
A young adult time travel romance novel  set in 1957 

 

A Life Cut Short… 

In 1956, clever spin doctoring and a string of pre-fab hits turn Joseph 

Temporelli into Joey Tempo, the biggest sensation to hit Memphis since Elvis 

Presley. Within twelve months he's gone--killed in a transatlantic plane crash.  

55 years later, Callie Reinard diligently plans for college and a career in 

radio. When she discovers Joey Tempo's iconic first album, her desire to 

change his fate opens a doorway to 1957.  

She stops Joey from boarding the plane that will take his life, but then finds 

herself trapped in a world where equal rights are as foreign a concept as 

missions to the moon. The future she so tirelessly worked toward now seems 

out of reach, and her liberated attitude jeopardizes the second chance she 

envisioned for Joey.  

Worst of all, if Callie can’t find a way back to her own time soon, she may 

lose more than a college education and the career she’s always wanted. She 

may lose her heart to a boy she can’t have. 

AVAILABLE NOW FROM AMAZON.COM 

IN PRINT AND DIGITAL FORMATS 

 

ISBN PRINT: 978-1481121651 

ISBN KINDLE: 978-0-9886731-0-6 

AISN KINDLE: B00AG15MJC 

 

She’s out of place. 

He’s out of time.

 

Wishing You Were Here is the first book 

in the Soul Mates series, where true 

love transcends the barrier of time. 

 

CatherineChant.com 

@Catherine_Chant 

Facebook.com/ 

  CatherineChantNovels 

 

 

Catherine Chant is a PRO member of the Romance Writers of America (RWA) 

and a Golden Heart® finalist. She writes rock ‘n’ roll romantic fiction and stories 

with paranormal twists for young adults. 

Catherine worked for 15 years as an IT computing & communication consultant at 

her alma mater Boston College before becoming a full-time writer. She teaches 

several online workshops for writers throughout the year and provides instructional 

articles on computing, gaming and crafts to different websites. 

Catherine is currently working on a new young adult suspense novel, and the next 

book in her Soul Mates series. 
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Lost Without You (a Soul Mates novella) by Catherine Chant 
A young adult romance set in 1957 - follow-up to Wishing You Were Here 

 

 

Locked into a Future She Didn't Want... 

 

Fighting for the One She Deserves...  

If you enjoyed the young adult time travel novel WISHING YOU WERE 

HERE (Book 1 in the Soul Mates series), LOST WITHOUT YOU picks up 

where events left off back in 1957 in the small town of Shelby Falls at the end 

of WISHING YOU WERE HERE, and follows Sable Courtney as she mourns 

the loss of her fiancé and tries to build a new life for herself. 

 

Joey Tempo's fiancée Sable Courtney thinks her world has just ended with his 

fatal plane crash, but around the corner, waiting to be discovered, is the future 

she was destined to have all along. Watch Sable as she breaks free of the role 

she's been forced to play since childhood--that of a meek, obedient female 

expected to marry well and rear children--and finds the courage to forge a new 

path for herself, on her own terms. And she just might find her true soul mate 

along the way. 

AVAILABLE NOW FROM AMAZON.COM 

IN DIGITAL FORMAT  

 

AISN KINDLE: B00N455WAQ 

 

 

The Vampire Diaries novellas 

See what happened after THE END 

 

Lost Without You is a novella in the 

Soul Mates series, a sequel to Book 1 

 

CatherineChant.com 

@Catherine_Chant 

Facebook.com/ 

  CatherineChantNovels 

 

      
 

Amazon Kindle Worlds 

AISN: B00G7OVSZ4 and B00JDQP5L6 

She isn’t human.                                  PURSUED BY EVIL 

She isn’t a vampire.  

She’s got Stefan’s attention. 

While Stefan tries to heal his broken heart with a mysterious 

horse trainer of unknown origins, Damon and Elena stumble 

upon an ancient evil intent of bringing its vengeance to 

Mystic Falls. 

The story continues… 

A journey of hope.                      EVIL AFTER MIDNIGHT 

A promise to keep. 

Stefan has his hands full looking after spirited Meleda, the 

daughter of the woman he lost in Pursued By Evil, but when 

that evil comes after Meleda, Stefan makes one final stand 

for those he loves. 
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